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Where the wild things are
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Screen Test
1)What conjunction was used in the first 
sentence we heard ? 
2)What is the diagram on the blackboard in 
the classroom scene ? 
3)What do the kissing couple have in their 
hands ? 
4)What does it say inside the O in Hope ? 
5)What punctuation mark is inside the O ?
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Screen Test 2

6) Who directed the film ? – correct spelling 
please. 

7) What is the boy playing with in bed ? 
8) When was the film released ? 
9) Who is singing the song ? 
10) Name the song.
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» Screen Test 
» Pooh’s Heffalump Movie 

» revisit C and S - especially Camera 
» Pause - Predict - Play 
» Shots in sequence 
» Comprehension 
» Into Film Resources 

» Coak, Ticits and Lemonade - EYFS Cinema 
» Film Making 

» Record and Playback - making a book trailer 

» Sentence Filming or The Gruffalo app 
(EYFS) 

» Sharing and Evaluation



People Places

Story Time
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» watch chapter 6 to 16:26 
» PP 
» watch chapter 6 to 16:26 



Pause - Predict - Play
What has happened What I think will happen What did happen

» watch chapter 6 to 16:26

» watch chapter 8



Camera

Character

Colour

Setting

Story

Sound

3D 



Camera Shots





Shots in sequence



Shots in sequence



Which came first?

How do you know?



Problem
Roo can’t find the Heffalump
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Suggested short films: Story Shorts 2 (BFI) 
Little Pig is Flying; Jack and the Beanstalk; Tom 
Sweep; Dangle: Nightshift; A slippery Tale: Mairi 
MacCloud ...; Lucia; 

Suggested feature films: Pooh’s Heffalump 
Movie; Curious George; Clifford’s Really Big 
Movie; Laura’s Star; The Little Polar Bear 2; 
Piglet’s Big Movie; The Tigger Movie



https://www.intofilm.org/campaign/10
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This idea involves establishing part of the classroom as a cinema; 
Ideally a curtained off or separate area. It provides a context for role 
play using many cross curricular skills. Children would go into the 
‘cinema’ and watch films. Or it could be a whole class cinema with 
children being allocated various roles. 

Coak, ticits and lemonaid - 
The Cinema Project
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Resources : cash register; ticket machine; role play hats /  id badges etc; ticket booth; computer 
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The Cinema Project - apply to any film(s)

Literacy Persuasive writing - adverts; writing reviews; labels, 
lists and captions

Maths Buying and selling tickets; organising show times; 
organising seating; refreshment sales

ICT Use oftechnology; design posters and advertising 
material; web page design; ‘online’ booking; TV or 
radio reviews using iPads

Drama Role play - ticket seller/ manager/ popcorn sales!

Art Poster and flyer design

Science Depends upon context of film

History Depends upon context of film

Geography Depends upon context of film

Possible development Older children to make films to be viewed by younger 
children (Audience and Purpose!)- research; 
storyboarding; scripting; filming; editing; evaluation



film making

• record and playback - everyone 
• sentence filming - Y2 to Y6 
• 5-4-3-2-1 OPTION 
• Gruffalo app FS to Y1



Filmmaking steps



Record and Playback



Private Peaceful - Introduction

Record and Playback

• It involves performing two very basic 
actions: 

• Pressing record 
• And playing back! 



Aspect ratio

Camera Positioning

Camera Framing





Lighting

Sound

Tripod?



1) Choose a book 
2) Plan, script and rehearse 
3) Film 
4) Share and Evaluate

Make a book trailer no longer than 30 seconds using record 
and playback 





Christmas on film activities

Introducing the Storymaker

Property of Into Film/Magic Light Pictures/Orange Eyes © (2009/2016) All rights reserved 

Storymaker: The Gruffalo Edition

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eBT591dwgt8&sns=em


Sentence Filming

• Y2 - conjunctions 
• Y3 - prepositions 
• Y4 - fronted adverbials 
• Y5 - modal verbs 
• Y6 - ‘In narratives, describe, settings, 

character and atmosphere.’
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Sentence Filming

Imran was upset because he couldn’t find his 
pencil. 
Sarah was delighted when she was given a 
book. 
Wiktoria looked upset but Sonya made her 
feel better. 



Storyboard
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First use a long shot or a medium shot and 
then use a close up.

Shot 1 Shot 2

Long/medium/close up/extreme/close up Long/medium/close up/extreme/close up
Length of shot Length of shot

Film your sentence



5,4,3,2,1

First Steps Filmmaking



5, 4, 3, 2, 1: filmmaking in 30 minutes 

In your film you must have: 
5 shots 
4 people 
3 props 
2 minutes maximum 
1 topic/area of focus 

Watch this example of a 5,4,3,2,1 film. 

What skills did the filmmakers have to use to create the 
film? 

First Steps Filmmaking



 Property of Into Film © (2012 )All rights reserved

 Property of Into Film  © (2014) All rights reserved

5,4,3,2,1 exemplar

First Steps Filmmaking



5, 4, 3, 2, 1: filmmaking in 30 minutes 

In your film you must have: 
5 shots 
4 people 
3 props 
2 minutes maximum 
1 topic/area of focus 

Using the planning sheet provided plan a 5,4,3,2,1 film, choosing 
a topic or area of focus from a recent project or that is 
particularly relevant to your organisation/setting.

First Steps Filmmaking



Raising Literacy Attainment Through 
Film - Level One - St Joseph’s Keighley
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https://goo.gl/D71Itf


